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HIGH TEMPERATURE SOLUBILITY OF SULFUR DIOXIDE 
IN CONCENTRATED SULFURIC ACID 

INTRODUCTION 

In the course of a study of the kinetics of the 

isotopic exchange reaction betroon sulfur dioxide and con- 

centrated sulfuric acid it became necessary to have data 

on the hih tenperature solubility of the gas in the acid, 

A review of the literature failed to yield the desired 

information. 

Miles and Carson (7, pp.78-72O), who included the 

results of earlier workers, while covering the desired 

range of acid concentration, did not work at a hiher 

temperature than sixty derees centigrade, while the need 

was for solubility data In the vicinity of two hundred 

degrees centigrade. i1bauer (6, pp.221-224), though 

working up to a temperature of two hundred and thirty- 

seven degrees centigrade, obtained results for an acid 

concentration 01' ninety and eight-tenths percent only; the 

need in the present instance was primarily for acid con- 

centrations higher than this. 

In view of the above, it became necessary to deter- 

mine the missing data: specifically, the sulfur dioxide 

solubility in a sulfuric acid concentration range of 

eighty-five to ninety-eight percent, and in a temperature 

range of one hundred and sixty to two hundred and twenty- 

five degrees contigrade. 
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The method of determinRtion used involved direct 

application of knowledge previously gained about the sul- 

fur dioxide-sulfuric acid exchange reaction, It has been 

shown that the rate Is (a) proportional to the r',as pres- 

sure and (b) proportionnl to the volume of sulfuric acid 

presont.a The interpretation of those two observations is 

that the rate depends on the amount of gas dissolved in 

the acid. This conclusion suggested a method of solubil- 

ity determination: b'j progres'ively docreasin the gas 

spnce over the acid, the rRte should increase, approaching 

a maximum for zero gas space. Analysis of the data thus 

obtained should make possible calculation of the gas 

solubility. 

This thesis, therefore, not only concerns itself 

with solubility determination of sulfur dioxide in sulfur- 

ic acid, but it siso is an attempt to show a unique method 

for this particular determination. Further applications 

of this technique to problems other than the one concerned 

here have not been considered, but it is safe to presume 

that such ipplications might exist. 

a Norris, T. H. and 13. J. W'asters. Kinetics of Isotopic 
1xchange 1enction between Sulfur Dioxide and Concentrat- 
od Suliuric AcId. Chemistry Department. Oregon State 
College. l52. To he published. 
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TI LEO HI 

The exchange reaction under consideration may be 

written as follows: 

(1) 1iO4 * O2 112SO4*S02 

Duffield and Calvin (1, p.599) have shown that for such a 

reaction the rato of exchange H is given by 

'7 

(2) i 

ab log (l-F) 
t a+b 

where, in our case, a is oqul to the mount of sulfur 

dioxide, and b is equal to the amount of sulfuric acid. 

F exchange equilibrium at tine t. 

The progress of the exchange is followed by riensur- 

ing the increase in activity of the sulfur dioxide. iorris 

(, p.779) states that F may be calculated from specific 

activities of the reactants as follovs: 

(3) Rctivity of gas at time t . X 
;pec. act. of gas at infinito time x, 

The quantity in the numerator of the above oquntion can be 

directly measured while the qunntity in the denominator is 

determined indirectly as follows: 

(4) x (Spec. act. of seid at t.o) (Ant. of ocid) 
D. 

(Amount of gastacid) 

As mentioned in the previous section, it ha been 

found that the rate of the exchange reaction varies with 
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the amount of acid and with the presiure of the -as. 

Proni this earlier work, then an attempt was made to calcu- 

late a rato coistant as follows: 

(5) iit' (amount of çra) (volume of acid) 
- 

(total volume of gas-f-acid) 

where, for large gas volume, the amount of gas divided by 

the total volume of gas plus acid is approximately pro- 

portional to the pressure of the gas, and the voluno of 

the acid Is uroportional to the amount of ¶;he acid. The 

volume of acid divided by the total volume of gas nlus 

acid will henceforth be called I'. Equation (5) now 

bec orne s 

(6) R=k' (amount of gas) H' 

The rate constant as calculated from (6), however, 

is not a true rate constant, since it rests on the assurnp- 

tion of an inverse ProPortionalitZT between sulfur dioxide 

pressure and total volume (gas plus acid); an assumption 

only approximately valid, and decreasingly so as the gas 

volume row smaller and comnarable to the acid volume. 

In other words, k' is itself a function of Ii'. 

J\ new rate expression is now, t;iien, assumed: 

('7) Hk (amount of gas) F' 

whore k is a true rate constant and F' is the fraction of 

total gas dissolved in the acid. 

On the basis of the relatively low solubilities in- 

volved at these high temperatures, it is assumed that 
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}{enry's Law is obeyed and that one may define a distribu- 

tion coefficient, e. On this basis it is possible to de- 

rive the following relaionship between F', H' and e: 

(8) c302a01a (defines c) 

SO ¡Vol 
2g 

Vol (9) l+sO2= 
302 Vol e a a 

(io) SO2a+SOç VOlg+VO1pC i 
02a Voìac 1' 

(ii) F'- VO1 cVol 
VOl,.+VOiaC Vol0 -Vo1±c Vole 

V r 
C ____ 

Vol - tot 

- i_Volc VOla 
Volt0t Voltot 

- C i-' 4-c:' 

Now by equating equ&tion (6) to equation (7) one 

'cts 
(12) k' (anount of gas)1'k (anount of gas)F' 

which upon cancellation sind substitution becomes 

(13) k'k C 

l-R'ch' 

Taking the reciprocal of (13) and factoring where necossary, 



the desired final equation is obtained: 

(14) . i [l+(c_1) R' 
k' - 

As can be seen from equatIon (14), a lot of 1/k' 

versus fl' should yield a straight line whose intercept at 

R'O gives l/k'= 1/ko. The intercept at R'=l gives 1/k. 
From tthese values, then, the interceit at H' i divided by 
the intercept at ì'O yields the quantity, e. 

A method for determining the solubility of sulfur 

dioxide in sulfuric acId in terms of the distribution co- 
efficient, e, can now be set up. The general technique 

for a given acid concentration and temperature is to hold 

the quantities of acid and gas fairly constant, and vary 

the size of the bomb in which the reaction is carried out. 
For each run, then, a rate Is calculated by equation (2), 

and 1/k' Is calculated from equation (E). A plot of te 
1/kt values versus i' should give the desired straight 

line from whose intercepts c may be comDuted. 
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EX PERIiENTAL PROCEDURES 

T1e sulfur d1oxdo wa obtained from corierc1a1 

cylinder. Two washings with concentrcited sulfuric acid 

nd drying ovor phosphorus pentoxide preceeded the con- 
densation into a vacuum system. Frictional distillation 

of the liquid in vacuum, the middle fraction beinc saved, 

completed the purification stops. 

The sulfuric acid was c.p. grsde reagent, which was 

distilled; the middle fraction saved for use as the stock 

supply. From time to time the acid was titrated w±th 

standard base and found always to be 93.O percent (plus or 

minus 0.1 norcent) hydrogen sulfato. All other coriccntrs- 

tions of acid were prepared from this stock supply by 

weirht dilutions with distilled water to wihin an accuracy 

of one-tenth of a percent unit. All handlings of the acids 

ViOrC coJucted in a moisture free atmosphere as obtained in 

a dry box. Portions of the stock acid were activated from 

time to time with the eighty-seven day half-life radio- 

isotope, sulfur thirty-five, accordinr: to the procedures of 

Masters and Norris (5, p.2305). 

The actual procedures throuhout utilized all glass- 

ware and standard 1uih vacuum tecirniques. Gs transfer was 
accomplished by vacuum distillations with the aid of liquid 

nitrogen. The bombs in which the exchnngos wore run 
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consisted of two rnin types: either (a) what nay be called 

a test tube trpe or (b) a capIllary type. 
The test tube tfl)O bomb, for volumes of arproximato- 

Jy twenty, ten nnd one milliliter, viere fItted with a side 

arm for filling purposes. The end of the 8ide arm wns a 

ground çlass joint for attachment o the vacuum line. The 

tube part of the bombs was made from tubinr vhose outside 
dinmeter was sixteen rii1liiieters for the twenty rnilli].iter 
bomb, fourteen millimeters for the ten riilliliter bomb, 

and six mi11ireters for the one riiliilftor bomb. ie top 
of the bomb ws fitted with a breLk-off tir. ho volumes 

vero deter med by filling with a liquid (water usually, 
or acetone for the cmall bombs) from a microbure;e. 

The capillary typo bomb, for volumes less thman one 

milliliter, consisted of a capillary tube (approximately 

two millimeters inside diameter) sealed at one end. The 

other end was fitted with a ground class joint for flilinn 
and attachment to the vacuum line. The volumes viere de-. 

terrilned by fillin- v.ith a weirhed armount of liquid of 
known density (usually the acid itself). 

The filling procedure for both types of bomb was the 
same. In a dry box, an approximately known amount of acid 
was pipetted into the weighed empty bomb. An additIonal 
wohIn- of the bomb determined the amont of acid con- 

talned therein. The bomb was then attached to the vacuum 
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line and evacuated. From a dosinF bulb of known volume 

filled v.ith sulfur dioxide it a known temperature and 

presliro, the gas wn frozen into the bomb which w then 
sonled off from the vacuum line. 

The bombs were immersed in s well regulated (plus 
or minus one-tenth of a degree centigrade) oil thermostat 
for various lengths of time, The regulator of the bath was 

net for the different temperatures from time to timo. It 
had previously been shob tiat tìe rate of exc1nn.o is 
proportional to the amount of acid and that the diffusion 
rate is not a limitinß factor; nevertheless, the bombs 

were placed on their sides in the thermostat and agitated 
in order to insure maximum acid surface exposure to the gas. 

Considerable difficulty was encountered from the 
capillary bombs' exploding at these hih termeratures, due 

to the internal pressure exerted by the gas. ixtremo care 

had to be exercised in the making, sealing and annealinr' 
of the bombs in order to assure the strongest of structures; 
even so, no data could be obtained for tue ca-oillary bombs 

run at the highest temperature (225.3 degrees conti-rado) 
that was attempted, due to this problem. 

At this point it might well be noted that hc half- 

time of trie exchange at room temperature is of uch length, 

b Ìorris, T. li. and 3. J. Masters. Kinetics of Isotopic 
Exchang3 Reaction between sulfur Dioxide and Concentrat- 
ed Sulfuric cid. Chemistry Department. Oregon State 
College. 1952. ro be published. 
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that, for all practical purposes, no exchange takes plzico 

durin he lost tIme botwoen fillin the bombs rind the 
nctual high temperature run, nnd between the high temp- 

ertture run and the opening of the bombs o recover the 

sulfur dioxide. This convenient fact made possible the 
preparation of bombs in bstches prior to the time at 
which they were to be run. 

The sulfur dioxide was recovered from the test tube 

type bombs by attachin the break-off tip end of the bomb, 

containing a magnetic breaIer, to the vacuum lino by means 

of a ground g1a;s joint. 'lso attached to the vacuum line 

-1as an absorption bomb containin a frozen sodium hydrox- 

ido solution. The entire system was evacuated and the 

break-off tip broken by the breaker; the sulfur dioxide 

was then frozen into the absorption bomb, WuicIì was f±n- 
ally sealed off from the vacuui;1 line. 

The opening of the capillary bombs nocesitated the 
construction of a separate glass apparatus for each bomb. 

The apparatus was in the shape of an elongated and invert- 
ed T made from fifteen millimeter outside diareter tubing 
rfle bomb, heavily scratched around the middle, was sealed 

into tile cross member, the two ends being suported above 

tue bottom of the tube by means of indentations in this 

tube. The foot of the T, containing a steel ball, was 

attached to the vacuum line by means of n ground glass 
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joint and the aparatus was ovacuated. The steel ball was 

raised about sixty centimeters by means of a magnet and 

allowed to drop upon the exposed and un.aupported part of 

the bomb, thus breaking it in half. The sulfur dioxide 

was then frozen into an absorption tube as in the case of 

the test tube type bomb. 

All samples, either sulfur dioxide or sulfuric acid 

where necessary, wore converted to barium sulfate for pur- 

poses of radioassay. 1ollcwing standard procedures of 

Norris (9, pp.1220-1223), these samples were mounted on 

nickel-plated planchets for counting under an end-window 

Cxoiger-Lul1er counter tube, self-absorption, coincidonce 

and decay corrections be1n,c applied as necessary. 

Since the calculation of the results required a 

knowledge of the acid volumes, it v;us necessary to have 

values of the acid densities. These data are not avail- 

able in tho literature for the high temperatures involved 

in this work; however, since no radioisotope work can yet 

oretend to the highest precision, sufficiently -ood osti- 

mates were obtained by extrapolation to hi'hcr tempora- 

tures of the data appearing in International Critical 

Tables (10, pp.5(_57). 

As a further anproximation, no allowance was made for 

the effect on the volume of dissolved sulfur dioxldo. Al- 

though this was not always insignificant, trial calculations. 
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showed that its nelcct had bub littlo effect on the solu- 

bilities eventually calculated. Th extrRpolated densities 

used nro uiimarizod in Table I. 

TttB1E. I 

ACID DENSITIES 

Acid Ternp.-0C. DensIty 
98.0 104.4 l.63 
98.0 167.5 1.698 
98.0 181.4 1.685 
98.0 225.3 1.646 
90.8 225.3 1.610 
90,8 194.4 1.643 
90.8 167.5 1.673 
97.0 194.4 1.674 
96.0 194.4 1.671 
94.9 194.4 1.668 
93.1 194.4 1.662 
85.2 194.4 1.608 
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RESULTS 

The exorimentn1 results arc summarized in Table II. 

Each run represented an individuai bomb. The fractional 
oxchanre values shown wre calculated in the manner dis- 

cussed in .oction II. As a choci-: on the experimental pro- 

cedure, the data from each of the four sets of bombs with 

8.O percent acid at 194.4 degrees centirade were plotted 
as lo (1-io) versus time. In all cases good straight lines 
were obtained in conformity to the requirement that an iso- 

topic exchange nust follow a first order rnte law (cf. 
equation 2). 

From the quantities nperin- in Table II a rate was 

calculated for each run by equation (2) and 1/k' by equa- 

tion (e). These two valuez along wii;h H' appear in Table 
T T 

For each acid concentration at the different temper- 

atures the 1/k' and H' values that appear In Table III were 

averaged for the runs representing approximately the se 
volumes. The;e points were plotted as i/kt versus R' and 

straight lines were drawn throu,h the rcsults as shown in 

Figures 1 through 5. Az discussed in Section II the ratio 

of the intercepts of' the straight lines obbained in lots 
of this type yields the distribution coefficient, e. These 

c values are suriarizod in Table IV. 
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TABLE II 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Mliii- ililli- Acid J3ornb Exch. rcc. 
Run mo1e moles moles vol., tine, act,e 

gas acid cc. cc. hrs. of rns F 

98.0 acid at 194.4° C. 

6 0.332 9.02 0.540 l.l 10.0 3O4 0.519 
7 O.334 8.33 0.409 1.20 2,0 157 0.135 
8 O.3.2 8.26 0.494 1.18 4.0 21 0.225 

10 0.332 8.79 0.526 1.24 ¿3.0 456 0.392 
11 0.332 A.44 0,50 1.22 12.0 555 0.494 
12 0.2 £3.11 0,533 2,00 3,0 145 0.124 
13 0.325 9,22 0.5cl 2,00 6.0 293 0.251 
14 0.328 8.69 0.520 1.98 9.0 346 0.297 
15 0.ù30 9.14 0.547 2.00 11.47 465 0.399 
16 0.331 8.69 0.520 2.18 15.0 531 0.456 
10 0.326 919 0.600 0.647 6.0 472 0.403 
20 0.331 9.25 0.554 0.596 3.08 280 0.240 
21 0.331 9.25 0.554 0.569 9.0 682 0.564 
22 0.337 9.48 0.5E37 23.2 30.0 225 0.193 
23 0.333 9.48 0.567 24.0 bO.0 297 0.25b 
24 0.333 9.48 0.567 23.8 71.0 399 0,342 

98.0 , acid at 167.5° C. 

66 0.319 99l 0.584 10.30 50.0 54b 0.125 
67 0.318 10.33 0.603 J.0.65 100.4 96 0.223 
68 0.524 9.70 0.572 1.45 11.02 5e 0.133 
69 0.320 8.32 0.490 1.30 19.65 92 0.214 
70 0.324 9.44 0.556 0.626 9.17 69 0.160 
71 0.324 9.62 0.567 0.68i 12.38 84 0.196 

98.0 acid at 181.4° C. 

86 0.320 10.3 0.611 0.730 8.0 141b 0.327 
94 0.i2 0.552 10.00 49.25 117 0.271 
95 0.318 9.53 0.566 10.25 42.4 100 0.231 
96 0.21 9.26 0.550 1.20 1.7 202 0.467 
97 0.321 8.50 0.508 0.594 2.5 45 0.1D5 
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Table II Continued 

Run 
# 

¿liii- 
o1cs 

i.ij1]1i- 

raoles 
acid 

Acid 
vol., 
cc. 

Bomb 
vol., 
cc. 

Exch. 
timo, 
hi's. 

Spec. 
cct.e 
of ras F 

98.0 acid at 225.3e C. 

82 0.318 9.85 0.599 10.35 2.5 69b 0.161 
83 0.322 9.68 0.569 10.55 3.67 99 0.230 
84 0.321 7.96 0.484 1.26 0.75 104 0.24o 
05 0.324 7.94 0.483 1.26 1.0 141 0.329 

90,P acid at 225.30 C, 

88 0.318 8.77 0.585 9.85 2.5 lOOt 0.232 
89 0.318 8.47 0.565 9.75 6.67 137 0.ô19 
90 0.318 7.66 0,512 1.10 0.75 173 0.405 
91 0.19 7.59 0.506 1.10 1.0 206 0.481 

90.8 ; acid at 194.4° C. 

26 0.35 7.72 0.06 11.00 41.0 508a 0.438 
27 0.330 7.72 0.506 10.75 30.0 390 0.344 
32 0.'4 7.b0 0.516 0.613 4.0 584 0.50k 
33 0.361 7.10 0.466 1.20 6.0 474 0.411 
34 0.33 6.95 0.456 1.18 9.0 704 0.610 
35 0.33:5 7.01 0.460 0.545 2.25 350 0.303 

90.8 ? acid at 167.5° C. 

72 0.319 8.70 0.562 10.7o 50.0 65b 0150 
73 0.318 8.44 0.545 10.70 100.4 114 0.264 
75 0.323 7.15 0.4'32 1.40 50.4 237 0.556 
76 0.&1 8.45 0.54o 0.652 24,27 212 0.494 
7V7 0.321 9.44 0.610 0,682 1.32 191 0.444 

97.0 g acid at 194.4° C. 

36 0.322 0.22 0.496 10.80 10.0 110C o.ns 
D7 0.319 8.36 0.50: 10.95 20.0 211 0.20h 
30 0.321 8.00 0.483 1.20 3.0 199 0.194 
39 0.319 7.79 0.471 1.20 5.0 305 0.298 
40 0.32i. 8.06 0.535 2.0 206 0.200 
41 0.317 8.95 0.540 0.576 4.1 367 0.357 
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Tablo II Continued 

ii11 Li11- !cid Bomb Excì. Spec. 
Hun moles moies vol., vol., tirio, act 

as acid cc. cc. hi's. of gas F 

96.0 , acid at 104,4° C, 

42 0.327 9.14 0.558 10.75 10.0 0.138 
43 0.324 8.35 0.511 10.70 20.0 243 0.237 
45 0.321 7.6 0.470 1.26 5.0 325 0.317 
47 0.321 10.27 0.628 0.735 2.0 2O 0.213 

94.9 acid at 134.4° C. 

48 0.319 8.37 0.507 10.55 10.0 138° 0.134 
40 0.322 8.45 0.523 10.50 20.0 267 0.260 
50 0.322 7.68 Q4f5 1.20 3.0 245 0.239 
51 0.321 7.56 0.468 1.20 5.0 339 0.333 
52 0.325 9.92 0.614 0.721 2.0 278 0.269 
53 0.322 10.02 0.o20 0.771 4.0 394 0.381 

93.1 ccid at 194.4e c 
54 0.319 8.25 0.523 10.65 10.0 158d 0.144 
55 0.318 7.79 0.404 10.50 20.0 259 0.236 
56 0.322 8.10 0.514 1.20 3.0 281 0.256 
57 0.319 7.19 0.456 1.22 5.0 365 0.334 
58 0.320 9.56 0.606 0.716 2.0 259 0.251 

85.2 acid at 194.4° C. 

60 0.322 8.48 0.607 0.748 3.15 196b 0.456 
61 0.319 8.81 0.631 0.753 3.08 201 0.467 
78 0.324 7.80 0.559 8.02 15.27 124 0.288 
79 0.320 7.89 0.565 8.90 7.75 72 0.166 
80 0.327 7,22 0.517 1.10 2.°2 130 0.304 
81 0.326 6.20 0.450 1.10 1.43 76 0.179 

a_ spec. act. of acid, for this 
.-' 

zero time --1208 c./min.-ng. LJ 
spec. act. of acid, for this 
zero tino --446 c./min.-mg. 

c_ spec. act. of acid, for this 
zero time --1066 c./min.-mg. 

d_ act. of acid, for this 
zero time --1141 c./min.mg. 

e.... c./min.-rng. Of BaSO4 

and succeodin runs, at 
of }3a804 
and succeeding runs, at 

Df BaSO4 
end succeeding runs, at 
of BaSO4 
and succeedinr runs, t 
of BaSO4 
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TABLE III 

1xc 1ANGE }AThS 

hato, 
Run Ifl-L1010S 1/k', 

- per hr. R' 

98.0 tìcid at 194.4° C. 

G 0.0234 6.59 0.4(35 
7 0.0233 5.99 0.416 
8 0.0203 6.64 0.410 

10 0.0199 7.08 0.424 
11 0.0181 7.59 0.414 
12 0.0141 6.27 0.2(37 
13 0.0151 5.93 0.276 
14 0.0124 6.97 0.263 
15 0.0141 6.39 0.273 
16 0.0129 6.11 0.238 
10 0.0271 11.2 0.927 
20 0.0284 10.8 0.929 
21 0.0311 10.4 0.973 
22 0.0232 3.55 0.0245 
23 0.01d9 4.17 0.0231 
24 0.0189 4.19 0.0238 

98.0 % acid at 1(37.5° C. 

66 0.000825 21.0 0.0567 
67 0.000774 23.5 0.0572 
68 0.00406 31.5 0.394 
69 0.00377 32.0 0.377 
70 0.00595 48.4 0.889 
71 0.00552 48.8 0.830 

98.0 acid at 181.4e c 

86 0.0154 17.4 0.f36 
94 0.00200 8.90 0.0552 
95 0.00190 9.22 0.0b52 
96 0.00)90 14.9 0.458 
97 0.0137 20.0 0.855 



Table ill Continued 

Hun 
/ 

Hate, 
m-moles 
per hr. 

1/k', 
brs. H' 

93.0 acid at 225..0 C. 

82 0.0216 0.852 0.0579 
83 0.0222 0.bll 0,0b58 
¿34 0.114 1.08 0.304 
8& 0.124 0.908 0.383 

90.8 ,.: acid at 225.3° C. 

88 O.0325 0.584 0.0594 
89 0.0320 0.575 0.0580 
90 0.211 0.700 0.4c5 
91 0.200 0.732 0.40 

90.8 > acid at 194.4° C. 

26 0.00450 3.42 0e04&) 
27 0.00444 3.50 0.0470 
32 0.0542 5.03 0.842 
33 0.0279 4.31 0.388 
34 0.0332 3.86 0.386 
35 0.0510 5.51 0.844 

90.8 acid at 167.5° C. 

72 0.000999 16.7 0.0522 
73 0.000934 17.3 0.0510 
75 0.00497 21.4 0.30 
76 0.00867 31.0 0.837 
rl? 0.00942 30.4 0.894 

97.0 , acid at 194.4° ' 

36 0.00378 3.91 0.0459 
37 0.00352 4.18 0.0461 
38 0.222 5.79 0.402 

0.0217 5.'78 0.392 
40 0.0345 8.44 0.908 
41 0.0341 8.92 0.938 
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Table III Continued 

Rate, 
Run in-moles 1/k1, 

rer hr. bra. R1 

96.0 
; acid at 194.40 C. 

42 0.00468 3.63 0.0519 
43 0.00422 3.67 0.0477 
45 0.0235 5.10 0.373 
47 0.0372 7.35 0.854 

94.9 4 acid at 14.4° C. 

48 0.00442 3.47 0.0480 
40 0.00467 3.44 0.0498 
50 0.0281 4.54 0.396 
51 0.0249 5..03 0.390 
52 0.0493 5.63 0.852 
53 0.0374 6.03 0.804 

93.1 acid at 194.4° C 

54 0.00477 3.28 0.0491 
55 0.00411 3.64 0.0470 
56 0.0305 4.52 0.429 
57 0.0248 4.81 0.374 
58 0.0447 6.06 0.847 

85.2 acid at 194.4° C. 

30 0.0599 4.36 0.811 
'u 0.0628 4.25 0.838 
78 0.00691 2.94 0.0627 
7j 0.00719 2.83 0.0635 
80 0.0388 3.97 0.470 
81 0.0424 3.15 0.410 
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TABLE IV 

SUMIARY 0F e VALUES 

Or J, joacj.d c 

194.4 98.0 3.00 
194.4 97.0 2.39 
194.4 96.0 2.35 
194.4 94,9 2,04 
194.4 93,1 1.07 
194.4 90.8 1.71 
104.4 85.2 1.67 
225.3 98.0 1.69 
225.3 90.8 1.67 
167.5 98.0 2.60 
167.5 90.8 2.06 
181.4 98.0 2.46 



DISCUSSION 

The possible effect on the o1ubi1ìtie, as deter- 

mined, of non-ideality in the behavior of the sulfur di- 
oxide as a gas and the non-idonlity in the behavior of 

tuo solutions was considered, as imperfections bein' of 

1eser importance, since devintion from idenity in the 

behavior of solutions is rore probable. Calculations 

;ore carried out in order to determine the maximum pres- 

sure that could be encountered within any of the bonbs, 

and this pressure turned out to be approxiiately thirteen 

atmospheres. Since the critical pressure of sulfur di- 

oxide is 77.7 atmospheres and in view of the hich temper- 
atures involved in tue work as opposed to a critical 
temperatura of 157.2 de'roes contirade, it was felt that 

deviations of sulfur dioxide from ideal gas behavior in 

this case had no signIficant effect on the solubilities 
determined. 

The possibility of a fugacity correction was never- 

theless considered. since practically all of the gas is 

dissolved in the sniallcst bombs and the pressure is quite 

low in the largest bombs, gas imperfections would be most 

significant for the intermediate size bombs. The fugacity 

of the sulfur dioxide was determined on this basis and 

calculations showed that for a given prossure the 
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concentration of the in the liquid rriir;ht be up to 

approximately three percent lower than expected; hovever, 
since this is well within the oxerirnontal accuracy of the 
work, a fug.city correction wa considered non-signIficant. 

rfle applIcability of henry's Law to the present 
work was considered vnlid, duo to the low molalities in- 
volved. The maximum riolality encountered, if all the gas 
was dissolved, would be approxiriatoly 0.3 and this figure 
would be approached only in the caEe of the smallest of 
bombs. Deviations fron IIonry's Law would show ur in the 

plots of 1/k' versus H', in that straight lines would not 
be ohtined (cf. Section II). Consideration of Figures 1 

through 4 show that, within experimental accuracy, straight 
lines are the results of such plots. Furthernore, ìlasters 
(5)Cd a considerable number of exchange runs for 08.0 
percent acid at 104.4 de-roes centIrado with bomb vo1ines 
of from fivo to ten railliliters (and therefore low liquid 
to gas volume ratio). llore he o1nlity is quite low and 

thus the validity of Henry's L&w can be assumed. Extrapo- 
lation of the straight lino drawn through a plot of 1/k' 

versus H' for the results of his work gave a value Cor c 

closely similar to that obtained in the present work, where 

a much wider bomb volume range was covered. In view o: the 
foregoing two points, any deviation from Ideal behavior of 
the solution was considered to be within the experimental 
c Same as the previous footnotes. 



accuracy or this work, and so was disroarded. 

Comparison of' present results with those of cr1ier 

work montioned in Section I showed sorno s1m11nrites and 

some contrasts. ior comparicon of solubility with acid 

concentration variation, it was found convenient to &iance 

from c values to grams of sulfur dioxido dissolved per 

hundred grams of sulfuric acid, this being the way the 

solubilty data wore reported in the earlier works. ThIs 

was accomplished by direct trnslntIon of the definition 

of c by means of the ideal gas equation arid density values 

appearing in Table I. A suary of t'iese new values 

appear in Table V. 

TABLE V 

HELATIONSIIIP OF SOLUBILITY UNITS 

acid c % gasa 

98.0 3.00 0.300 
97.0 2.39 0.239 
96.0 2.35 0.235 
94.9 2.04 0.204 
93.1 1.97 0.198 
90.8 1.71 0.173 
85.2 1.67 0.174 

a -grams of s02/iOo grams iIS04 

A plot of the log of the solubilitios versus acid 

concentration appears in Figuro 6. Only enough values 

from the work of Milos and Carson (7, p.708) were red 
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from their graph to sketch n the curvos for twenty and 

sixty degrees centigrade. Theoc two curves are presented 

along with a plot o1 the results at 194.4 degrees conti- 

grado fronî the prosont work, for conparison. The r,raph 

indicates a general conforüty of trends observed in the 

current roseach with those of Miles and Carson: The 

solubility increases with increase of acid concentration 

and the rate of increase seems to become rrcater both with 

increase in concentration and with temperature; however, 

the rather sharp increase in the solubility in the region 

of ninety-eight percent acid for the present work is 

probably greater than would be expected from the earlier 

work. This point appears again later on in the discusdon. 

Another revealIng basis of coipar1son of the present 

results with earlier work lies in considering the solubil- 

ity variaion with temperature at a particular acid con- 

centration. To this end it was convenient to change solu- 

bility units of the earlier work from grams of sulfur dl- 

oxide dissolved por hundred grams of acid to e values. 

!jx, w5 accomplished as explained before, usI interpo- 

lated valuos for density and vapor pressure of sulfuric 
acid appearing in the International Critical Tables (io, 

pp.5(57, 302-304). These daa are summarIzed in Table VI. 

A plot of log c versus l/T for 98.0 end 90.8 per- 

cent acid, showing points from the present work, from 
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TABLE VI 

CONVERSION OF EARLIER DATA TO o VALUES 

Tenp., Gas sol., Acid v.p., Acid 
° C. g/103 g mm lg density e lIT 

90.8% acid-Milbnuer 

03 3.075 1.814 21.1 0.00338 
30 2.270 1.008 15.9 0.00330 
50 1.525 1.787 11.3 0.00310 

100 0.436 001.3 1.738 3.E3 0.00268 
150 0.171 015.4 1.689 1.60 0.00236 
200 0.053 106.7 1.643 0.614 0.00211 
237 0.040 378.8 1.608 0.038 0.00196 

90.8 acid-Miles & Carson 

20 3.15 1.818 21.5 0.(.)0341 
40 1.73 1.798 12.6 0.00320 
60 1.00 1.777 7.58 0.00300 

?8.0% acid-Miles & Carson 

20 3.98 1.836 27.4 0.00341 
40 2,03 1.816 14.8 0.00320 
60 1.40 1.798 10.7 0.00300 
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Milbauer (6, p.224), and from iilec and Carson (7, p.788) 

appear in Figure 7. Theory says that such a plot should 

produce a straight line, which Llilbaucr's data for 90.8 

percent acid fit with some scattoring at the hir;her tenip- 

eraturos, and Viles and Carson's points for 98.0 percent 

acid conform to for the short teLiperature range indicated; 
however, extrapola t;ion to the lower temperature of the 

curvc: for the present work indicates a bending ove? of 

the graph or leveling off of the solubility at the higher 

temperatures for both acid concentrations. 

It is evident that the results of the present in- 

vestigatlon do not nrree with those given by Milbauer for 

90.8 percent acid, the only data in the literature which 

are available for comparison. Although it may be seen 

that Milbauor's two highest temperature points are of only 

low reliability, the source of the disagreement is not 

clear at this time. 

The method used in the present instance was a 

static one and appears to he reliable. Milbauor's tech- 

nique was a dynamic one, consisting of saturating the acid 

by a flow of gas and then chemically analyzing for dis- 

solved gas. The very considorable vapor pressure cf acid 

at the high temperatures may have introduced a complication 

in this procedure. 

It seems evident that further investigation of this 
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point will be noce'.sary; specifically, solubility measure- 

rionts by direct physical mesns scorn in order. A start has 

already been made in this direction in this laboratorA 
and there does appear to be sorne corroborìtion of a tenden- 

cy of the solubility curvo to level off in the manner of 

Piçure 7, althou1i tho data so far available extend only to 

170 dorees centigrade. 
If the leveliní off shown by Figure 7 is indeed rca) 

it may possibly be more acceptable than one riiht at first 
assume. The idea that gas solubilitios always decrease 

with temperature is based largely on experience with. water 

solutions. It has boon shown, by way of contrast, that in 
various organic solvo:rits a number of gases of low co].ubil- 

ity (inert gases, ntroon, carbon monoxide, hydroen and 
carbon dioxide) show a different behavior (3, pp.342-367 

and 4, pp.68-80). Specifically where the Ostwald Coef- 

ficient (the same as c in this thesis) is less than unity, 
the solubility increases with temperature, and where it is 
greater than unity, it decreases with increase in tempera- 

turc, but does not bec ortie less than one. Lannung (4, pp.68- 

80) suggests that tiere is here manifest a tendency for the 

Ostwald coefficient to proach the value ono, i.e. a 

d Norris, T.H. o1ubility measurements of sulfur dioxide 
in concentrated sulfuric acid. Chemistry department. 
Oregon State College. 1953. To be published. 
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unirorm distribution of gns between and liquid phnses, 

with higher temperatures. 

On the basis of the foregoing, it seems possible 

that the bovior observed in the sulfur dioxide-sulfuric 

ncid case nay be another illustration of the same tendency 

since the levelin-', off shown by Figure 7 cloarl:r oecurs as 

the c value of unity is approached. Milbauc:s data, it 

may be seen, suggest a steady decrease In o from laige 

values to figures less tan one. There seems evIdently 

to be here an inviting area for further research, 

On Fi;ure 7 the point for 90.0 percent acid at 

194,4 ogrees centigrade seems either to be high or to 

suggest an additional Irregularity in the plot. Since thIs 

particular point Is based on many more observatIons than 

any of the other points, its position is probably correct, 

and ono is loft with the suggestion of an irregularity. 

This in turn appears to suggest the settin'. in of 

some chemical change within the ?O.O percent acid in this 

temperature range. ihile there is no real evidence on the 

basis of which to seculate as to the nature of such a 

change, it is of some intorest to note that It occurs in tbc 

general temperature region where the radiosulfur exchange 

reaction between the gas and the acid assumes an appreci- 
able rate. It has been shown that sulfur dioxide at room 

temperature dissolves in concentrated sulfuric acid 



without interaction (2, pp.2O322934). Perhaps the rise 

at 194.4 degrees centi;rnde is indicative of the onset of 

a specifIc internction of gas with neid. 
The purpose of the reGcarch rororted in bhis thesis 

has been two-fold as nontionod before. In addItion to 

supplying certain high bemperature solubility data not 
available in the literature, it lias been useful in demon 

strating the applicability of n novel technique for sol- 

uhility determination. Purther explora;Ion of the 

posciblo usefulness of this tochnique would seen well 

worth wh1e. 
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